Artelia in Italy
Imagining and designing
cities and territories

Passion & Solutions
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1955
birth of SOGREAH

1961
birth of COTEBA

1990
Internationalization
of the group

1964
birth of INTERTECNO

1964
birth of AUXITEC

2001
COTEBA opens
offices in Italy

2010
ARTELIA GROUP is born
from the merger of
COTEBA and SOGREAH
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2017

Merger by incorporation of
INTERTECNO IN ARTELIA ITALY

201
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Acquisition of
INTERTECNO

2017
AUXITEC
joins the Artelia Group

Working in Artelia Italia means being part of a group of engineers, architects and technical
specialists who are connected, enthusiastic and ready for the challenges posed by our
Customers’ ambitious projects.
It means making every day a unique and unrepeatable life-enriching experience.
At any given moment, our teams are working on hundreds of projects and construction sites of different nature throughout Italy and in many countries around the world.
In addition, as a branch of a large international group, we have the opportunity to compare experiences, cultures, methods and technologies with colleagues from over
30 countries, enriching each other in the process.
We are very proud of the continuous growth that has characterized us for years and continues to fuel our human and professional heritage. A heritage that we believe to be the
most important added value for our Customers.
Your projects are our projects.
That’s why we firmly believe we are your ideal technical partner.

Gabriele Scicolone
CEO - Artelia Italia S.p.A.
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Welcome to Artelia Italia
Artelia is a world-class International Group, a leader in
integrated engineering, project management and consulting.
It specializes in the fields of construction, infrastructure, hydraulics, industry and the environment, and it is active in a number of markets including: building & industry, multi-site
programs, energy and sustainability, maritime engineering, transportation logistics and urban development.
It offers services to private customers (industrial groups, developers, investors, construction companies, banks, insurance companies, etc.) as well as public ones such as institutions, local authorities, public and supranational organisations.
It is structured to conduct efficient project management by way of sophisticated and technically advanced solutions, with a multidisciplinary and global approach which is customized at the local level. The Group is committed to a continuous research and innovation policy and implements ambitious policies related to Sustainable Development, Ethics
and Corporate Social Responsibility.
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Artelia in Italy
Artelia Italia is one of the most important subsidiaries in the Artelia for the range of services
offered, business volume and workforce.

5 OFFICES
ROME - MILAN - BARI FLORENCE - PESCARA
AND CAPABILITIES THROUGHOUT
THE TERRITORY

Created in 2001, it has earned a leading position in our country in Project Management as well as in retail and multi-site
engineering. Our activities focus mainly on the private sector,
where we operate as a technical partner of many multinational
companies, optimizing their investment in real estate assets.

OVER 300
EMPLOYEES AND
COLLABORATORS

€35 M

In 2015, Artelia Italia consolidated its position through the acquisition of Intertecno, one of the most important Italian engineering companies in the construction sector. Consequently it has
become a leading Italian engineering company with an annual
turnover of over € 30 million and employing over 300 people
operating in Rome, Milan, Bari, Florence, and Pescara.

TURNOVER IN ITALY
IN 2018

Today Artelia is present in multiple business areas in Italy: it
operates successfully in the Retail Multisite, Building & Industry,
Energy & Sustainability, and Transportation and Urban Development sectors.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ARTELIA ITALIA
M. Mansueti

G. Scicolone

B. Clocheret

A. Pigot

A. Romeo
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A Successful Merger
Artelia & Intertecno
Since January 1, 2017, Intertecno has been incorporated into Artelia Italia, bringing to
the latter its vast experience (over forty years) and expertise in the construction of quality
buildings, especially in hotels, offices, shopping malls, healthcare and industrial facilities,
both in Italy and in international markets.
By merging with Intertecno, Artelia Italia extends its services in the field of “Building &
Industry”, including project management, multidisciplinary design, contract management,
construction management, cost management, planning, reporting and various other professional services. Artelia Italia also confirms its commitment to eco-sustainable design
and energy efficiency and increases its ability to assist its customers in their international expansion processes.

The merger enhances our customer service
both in Italy and abroad.
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The aquisition of Auxitec
A specialized organisation in industrial engineering
with a successful history
With Auxitec, our Group establishes itself as a leading figure in the industrial engineering sector.
Auxitec guarantees a high level of multidisciplinary competence, from the planning to the
start up of the plants.
Its teams operate in global level Project Management through a complete Direction of Works
and “Turnkey” projects, exploiting a wide range of skills in highly complex areas.
Today, Auxitec manages projects of any size and complexity, with over 400 customers in
all economic sectors.

COMPLEMENTARITY
FACILITATES SYNERGIES

A SPECIALIZED ORGANIZATION
IN DIGITAL SERVICES

Being very similar in terms of history, independence,
technical rigor and enhancement of the human factor, Artelia and Auxitec are two complementary organisations in
terms of skills and distribution of their respective offices
and customers.
Therefore, Artelia consolidates its multidisciplinary nature by proposing a more complete and balanced offer in
the construction sectors of the environmental and industrial water management infrastructures.

In addition to being active in the civil, and industrial engineering sectors, Auxitec operates in work management
and change management projects in the IT, telecommunications and networks sectors. It offers cloud computing
services, IT security solutions, and tailor made applications
thus guaranteeing the maintenance of integrated systems
under operating conditions. In addition, Auxitec specifically
creates software packages for various industrial activities,
business management and QSA directives.
© Dire l’Entreprise
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Artelia Group
An international network
Artelia has a worldwide network of over 90 locations in more
than 30 countries. In 2018, the consolidated turnover of the Group
amounted to 550 million euros, with over 4,900 employees.
A multi-sectoral, flexible, multicultural Group that perfectly
meets to the needs of all private and institutional clients.
100% of the Group’s capital is held by over 580 managers
and 2,320 employees through a shareholding plan.

IN EUROPE AND THE WORLD
The Group, headquartered in France, has a strong European and
international vocation. It boasts a “cross country” experience over
the last decade, thanks to the management of many multi-site and
multi-country projects for multinational customers. The activity in
steady growth not only in Europe but also in the Middle East, Asia,
Africa and America.
The Artelia Group is ranked 69th in the world’s top design company
“TOP 225” ENR (Engineering News Record).
Mexico

Guadeloupe
Guyane

*
COMPOSITION OF CAPITAL
Artelia, an independent Group

85,6%
EXECUTIVES AND MANAGERS

14,4%
EMPLOYEES VIA FCPE
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€ 550 M
ANNUAL REVENUE

69%
PRIVATE CUSTOMERS

Main locations
Permanent locations
United Kingdom

Denmark

Work in progress projects
Germany

Netherlands
Czech Republic
Belgium
Switzerland
Austria
Spain
Italy
Turkey
Algeria
Morocco

Libya

United Arab Emirates

Egypt

Qatar
Saudi Arabia

Oman

pe

Vietnam

India

Myanmar

Philippines

Thailand

Cambodia

yane
Ivory Coast

Singapore
Rwanda
Indonesia

La Réunion
Madagascar

AROUND

4900

EMPLOYEES IN THE
WORLD
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Our motto:
Passion & Solutions
Our mission is to imagine, design and develop projects that are increasingly
efficient, harmonious and sustainable. Our passion leads us to provide knowledge, expertise and multidisciplinary service to our customers to build solutions with added value together. We have developed a highly professional organisation capable of embracing the entire design lifecycle of the project, from
the design to the construction phase, by working rigidly but with the flexibility
required to fully respond to the customer’s needs. Compliance with deadlines,
careful cost management, design quality, constant assistance and a wide range
of customer services are the elements that make up our winning model.

OUR WINNING MODEL
•

COMMITMENT TO DEADLINES

•

CONSTANT ASSISTANCE

•

COSTS REDUCTION

•

WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES

•

PROJECT QUALITY

•

CONCURRENT ACTIVITY		
IN MULTIPLE SITES

CERTIFICATIONS

SERVIZIO
CERTIFICATO

ASSOCIATIONS
AND
QUALIFICATIONS
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PEOPLE
OUR TEAM

MANAGEMENT
OUR SMART SYSTEM
Our projects are run with the utmost care for our client’s goal, with professionalism and purpose, applying
proven and consolidated methods but without hindering our operating managers’ creativity.
SMART is our integrated management system, consisting of all the procedures and methods we implement to achieve the goals defined by our management
commitments.
An international standards certified system based on
continuous improvement as well as customer and
stakeholders satisfaction.

We strive to ensure that every employee develops his or
her potential in a peaceful work environment and in the
pursuit of mutual respect, in order to feel proud and valued as an individual.
We recruit new talents through specific international integration and development programs, so as to enhance the
capabilities and skills of our next generation of experts.
We offer in-depth training and support in multidisciplinary mode. We prepare our people for a wide range of
international opportunities available within the Group. We
create “teams” that are integrated with customer structures, and make the client’s technical problems our own
in order to solve them in the most effective and safe way.
Our managers and project leaders guide their teams according to structured methods that highlight the Groups’s
characteristics through the performance and attitudes
of individuals.
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Artelia,
a groundbreaking Group
Market Knowledge through
Research and Development

DIGITAL INNOVATION
Artelia is at the forefront of site supervision processes using software solutions
that allow data collection and processing.
Artelia provides its teams with applications, accessible through tablets, smartphones and the web, to improve the productivity and quality of the works created.

We devote considerable efforts to research, development and
innovation both in-house and through collaborations with external Partners. We work in all areas of construction, through
Centers of Excellence and Innovation that pour experience and
knowledge into projects with a focus on detail, creativity and a
goal-oriented approach.
We invest more than 3% of the Group’s total value in research
and development. A commitment that keeps us up-to-date on
the evolution of the markets we work on, continually improving
the efficiency of our methods and the quality of the solutions
we offer to our customers, optimizing the cost of our services.
We have created a highly professional multidisciplinary organisation that can handle the entire asset life cycle as to be totally
flexible and responsive to your needs.

VIRTUAL REALITY
We have introduced tools for sustainable digitization to improve
the efficiency of Engineering and Project Management services
through dynamic BIM 3D design models.
Thanks to our in-house 3D design capabilities, we have taken a
significant step forward into virtual reality.
The new solutions are adopted for training purposes in the security field.
The demo version of the “VR Training” is freely downloadable on
the Android app store.
Additionally, Artelia has used the technology to present the layouts of reimaging roll-out campaign of the car dealership network in Europe.
360° panoramic views and augmented reality have allowed us
to offer end users a tangible experience of the designed transformations, providing them with the possibility to choose the furnishings in an interactive fashion.
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BIM
Keeping up with the new trends
in design
The Building Information Modeling is a process based on an
intelligent digital model of the building, which is able to contain
and process all the information necessary to conceive, create
and realize the project and, once the construction has been
completed, to facilitate ordinary and extraordinary management during the entire life cycle of the building itself.
BIM connects people, data and the workflows of our projects.
Our team, composed of over 30 specialized resources, creates,
analyzes and manages virtual models of buildings, very similar
to physical ones, that have the correct level of required detailed
geometric information to analyze, develop integrated design
and to better manage the complexities of construction and subsequent management and maintenance.
Shifting from the traditional method to BIM, we can quickly
identify problems of feasibility, costs, planning and coordination. This allows us to improve the planning and execution of
projects in the field.
To date, Artelia has delivered 150,000 square meters designed
in BIM.

SAPR TECHNOLOGY

The services that can be provided
by using DRONES:

Artelia uses the most innovative and functional tools that the
SAPR (Remote Pilot Aircraft Systems) technology provides.
Photo and video recording allow to check the status of buildings
and infrastructures, to verify the functionality of plants, to monitor the territory and to create geo referenced models if needed.

•

The integration of drones surveying techniques with traditional
terrestrial surveying techniques allows us to quickly and accurately obtain a complete reconstruction of the architectural
structure, of the morphology of the surrounding terrain, or even
the entire urban area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting and monitoring of the works’
progress
Work Inspections
Detailed Video-photographic surveys and
inspections of architectural structures
Diagnostics (roofing, facades, insulation)
Thermography of the building
Photogrammetry and 3D modeling
Topographic surveys
Video-photographic photomontages

w
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Business Areas in Italy
Our projects fall into four specific areas:
Private & Public Building & Industry
Retail Multi-Site
Transportation and Urban Development
Energy and Environmental Sustainability

SERVICES
• Integrated Design and Engineering
• Project and Construction Management
• Audit, consulting, due diligence
• Turn-Key Contract EPC / EPCM
• Energy services (ESCo)
• Environmental services

10 CLUSTER FOR SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

© RICHEZ_Concepteur
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© Les Lumières Pleyel / Sogelym Dixence - Snøhetta - Baumschlager
Eberle Architekten / Chaix & Morel et Associés - Ateliers 2/3/4/ - Mars
architectes - Maud Caubet Architectes /Moreau Kusunoki

Building & Industry
Leading in expertise and experience in
the construction and industrial sectors
In the private sector, as in the public sector, we have consolidated our expertise in BUILDING and VALORIZING structures to
be renovated or reconditioned for new uses. We carry out projects in various sectors of real estate: offices, residential, tourist-hotel, shopping malls, industrial plants, historic buildings
and hospitals.
We apply methods that we have perfected in years of experience
by adjusting them according to the specificity of individual projects. We help our customers to renew their properties and to optimize their management, as well as mapping essential profitability
processes to maximize the real estate portfolio performance.

© Taidelli

FOCUS:

ARTELIA

Hospitality
ARTELIA Hospitality is our Center of Excellence and Innovation,
which offers hotel and restaurant customers a tailor-made service to assist in the development and enhancement of their real
estate assets. Significant results led, for example, to the delivery
of the Hotel Le Méridien Saigon in Vietnam, the Meliá Paris Hotel
La Défense, the Hilton Paris Opéra in France, l’Hôtel de Crillon, A
Rosewood Hotel. ARTELIA Hospitality has been involved in several projects of renovation and expansion of prestigious hotels
all over the world as well as in beach resorts boasting over 40
Sector-specific references.

ARTELIA manages clients in the public,
private and non-profit sectors.
Our staff is detail oriented, the specific technical skills of each field are used to provide
an integrated service in all areas, from cultural heritage to leisure, from residential to
corporate, from retail to healthcare and education. The best practices of each sector are
shared using our multi-sector experience to
make each project successful.

© Hôtel de Crillon, A Rosewood Hotel
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Retail Multisite
From Project Management
to Facility Management.
Managing hundreds of multi-site projects in Italy and around the
world and always maintaining levels of excellence is a challenge
we face every day.

Through our “winning model”, we partner
with national and international customers who run retail outlets of all kinds. We
guarantee high standards and results
wherever their business takes them.

• Fuel sales networks
• Alternative fuels and electric vehicle

We assist clients in strategy, design, execution, and operational
phases by simultaneously managing re-branding and site restyling projects, implementing new forms or concepts, restructuring and site rebuilding projects, and project implementation.
We had the privilege of working in the implementation of new
concepts for the most important multinationals in the world.
Typical examples of multi-site clients include chain stores, banking or insurance agencies, hotel or catering chains, service station networks, postal desks, car dealerships, etc.

charging points

• Retail network
• Restaurant chains

The keys to success

• Car dealers

> Standardization

• Hotels

Develop engineering standard to optimize cost
of construction and maintenance

• Medical centers
• Pharmacies
• Bank branches

> Efficient cost management
Through centralize procurement and accounting

> Schedule optimization
To gain maximum project management efficiency while
satisfying business requirements

> Procurement strategy
Which combines global and local supply for best value

> Database and communication systems
To ensure the availability of accurate data and up-to-date
project documents

> Comprehensive preparation before roll-out
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Banking sector
We can boast a substantial experience in the banking sector, especially in multi-site projects management.
Every year we are committed to over 500 sites of instrumental and non-instrumental assets of large credit institutions, for
which we manage all project phases, from feasibility studies to
design, construction supervision and integrated engineering.
Our project managers are placed within customers work teams,
working side by side with them, in complete synergy. In this way
we can offer our assistance in all phases of the work, from planning, to commissioning, up to the functioning and maintenance
of the structures.
The profound knowledge of the banking world has allowed us to
become a strategic partner of reference for the most important
operators in the sector.
FOCUS:

In particular, in the retail-multisite sector, ARTELIA Oil & Gas
is our Center of Excellence and Innovation which has been
gathering experience in managing investments on international retail fuel distribution networks for over 25 years.
Based on our experience, we are developing the innovative
concepts of the service stations of the future, integrating new
technologies and solutions, lifestyles and means of transportation, with great attention to environmental aspects.
To mention some examples: the construction of service
stations with plants for alternative fuels (LNG, CNG, hydrogen) and the implementation of prefabricated, modular
solutions for shops in service stations, shelters and other
key components.
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Both in the field of maritime transportation and waterways, as well as in the
field of roads and railways, Artelia is
one of the leading engineering companies in the World.
• We extend and improve rail networks
• We improve the safety of road networks
• We design and realize all types of
maritime infrastructure
• We rebuild and develop maritime
transportation

We implement urban development solutions by adopting a pragmatic and flexible approach, taking into account the
available resources and the specific situations of the area.
• We protect and build cities within the city
• We create tools to make the city concept
sustainable
• We create essential infrastructures for
urban transformation
• We promote multimodal mobility

Transportation and
Urban Development
Experience in systems and
infrastructures for all modes
of transportation
Experience in systems and infrastructures for all modes of
transportation. Transportation networks are based on a structured network of processes; they concurrently compete with
one another and complement each other. Today, these complex
infrastructures need to be tailored to meet the growing need
for flexibility, speed, security, environmental impact reduction
without neglecting the strict control of investment and operating
costs. To overcome these challenges, we make our ten-year experience available: both in maritime transportation and waterways and in the field of roads and railways. Artelia is one of the
leading engineering companies in the world and offers advanced
technical and economic solutions. In this way, we can respect the
specific constraints and goals of each network and successfully
manage the structural issues of the interconnection between
different transportation networks.

We design the cities of the future
Sustainable, resilient, attractive, efficient, socially responsible,
digital, giving preference to public transportation and soft mobility and incorporating the principles of the circular economy: Tomorrow’s city aims to achieve all of these goals. Our challenge is
to propose innovative practical solutions to achieve these goals.
In two words: SMART CITY.
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Energy and Environmental
Sustainability
Our commitment to energy efficiency
and the environment
Environmental sustainability and energy efficiency are a crucial challenge for the future and at Artelia we are firmly committed to this mission.
We have specialized skills in the LEED certification processes
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) and BREEAM
(Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method) and we are currently achieving the WELL certification.
Our LEED AP and BREEAM AP teams are composed of specialized professionals who work in synergy with the design and construction teams in order to create sustainable high-performance
and energy-efficient buildings, following the entire process from
the very first phase of conception up until the certification.
We are an ESCo (Energy Service Company) with UNI CEI 11352:2014
certification, we have an engineering team working in the energy efficiency sector, with EGE certification, according to UNI CEI
11339:2009. Our mission is to guide our Client in their path, from
energy audits to energy efficiency procedures, and monitoring and
certification of the results through energy management. We can
boast a great experience in industrial and civil audits, in creation and
design of Building Management and Energy Monitoring Systems ruled by ISO 50001 Certification - in Energy Management Systems,
in Energy Efficiency license application, in High Performance Cogeneration certification, and in access to National funds and financial benefits through Public Calls. We create implants in the General
Contractor and EPC formulas, including photovoltaic, cogeneration
and trigeneration plants, thermal power plant revampings, charging
stations for electric vehicles, and efficient lighting systems.
In the hydroelectric sector, our Group is at the 18th place of the
world engineering companies and at the 13th for dams engineering (ENR classification). During 2018 we participated to several
important dams and power stations renovating, particularly in Africa and Asia. We intervene in the construction of numerous STEP
(energy transfer pumping stations), a category of hydroelectric
plants that offers a very precious storage capacity and energy
regulation in the current context. Our innovative approach on the
dynamic and thermal calculation of the dams has been the subject of numerous internationally appreciated publications.

Our services for 			
Energy and Sustainability:
• Environmental impact management
• Development of hydroelectric production
and other renewable energy sources
• Environmental certifications of buildings
• Identification of design solutions and
techniques for optimal management of
resources (environmental, energy, water)
and environmental quality)
• Definition of construction techniques and
choice of materials (Ecolabel)
• Environmental management of
construction sites

OUR OFFICES
ROME

MILAN

BARI

FLORENCE

PESCARA

Palazzo Italia - Piazza Marconi, 25
00144 Rome - Italy
Tel. (+39) 06 59193301

Viale Marche, 13
20125 Milan - Italy
Tel. (+39) 02 607901

Via Amendola, 168/5
70126 Bari - Italy

Via Luigi Quattrini, 2
50019 Sesto Fiorentino (FI) - Italy

Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 161
65121 Pescara - Italy

www.it.arteliagroup.com

